KIRBO SCHOLAR WINNERS:

2015 Kirbo Scholars
Kellie Soafer
Dr. Christopher Hall
Prevalence of *Trypanosoma Cruzi* in Rodents on the Berry College Campus

Sarah Carroll
Dr. Kevin Kleine
Gullah and Geechee Dance Traditions

Danielle Penk
Dr. Mark Turlington
Synthesis of Chiral Piperdines

2014 Kirbo Scholars
Meg Ratliff
Dr. Christy Snider
The Civilian Conservation Corps in Northwest Georgia: Assessing the Social and Cultural Impact of New Deal Environmental Programs

Harrison Daniels
Dr. John Grout
Cortex

2013 Kirbo Scholars
Katie Reagin
Dr. Chris Hall
The Prevalence and Strain Specificity of *Trypanosoma cruzi* in Triatoma sanguisuga Specimens Collected Throughout the Southeastern United States.

2012 Kirbo Scholars
Alicia Dosani
Dr. Nancy Albers-Miller
Eco-friendly Marketing in the Cosmetics Industry
Vidhyaben Patel  
Dr. Sarah Allred  
*Working Poor in India: Shadowing the Experiences of a Family in Poverty*

Ethan Purser  
Dr. Frank Stephenson  
*Pitcher Pan and Performance During the Moneyball Years*

**2011 Kirbo Scholars**

Kayla Badding  
Dr. Heller and Dr. Stephenson  
*To Give or Not to Give: The Factors of Influencing the Funding of a Micro Loan*

Mark Bailey  
Dr. John Countryman  
*Deep Water Horizon*

Lindsey Glass  
Dr. Dan Sundblad  
*Becoming One of the Four Hundred: The Human Costs of Fiscal Motivated School Integration*

Taylor Elizabeth Gupton  
Dr. Sarah Allred  
*Homelessness, Incarceration, and Crime: A Qualitative Look at Cost to the Community*

Megan Ubersax  
Dr. Nancy Albers Miller  
*The Unfiltered Face of Society: A Content Analysis of Inappropriate Content on Facebook*
RICHARDS SCHOLAR WINNERS:

2014-2016 Richards Scholar Winners

Clay Collins  
Mentor: Dr. Frank Stephenson

Robert Quarles  
Mentor: Dr. Kevin Hoke

Carson Kay  
Mentor: Dr. Jay Daniel

2014 Richards Scholar Awards

James Ross  
Mentor: Dr. Dominic Qualley

Kaitlyn Bradley  
Mentor: Dr. Paul Trolander

2012 Richards Scholar Winners

Kendra Macomber  
Mentor: Dr. Virginia Troy

Cydney Wilbanks

2011 Richards Scholar Winners

Hillary Anderton  
Mentor: Dr. Frank Stephenson

Christina Le  
Mentor: Dr. Ken Martin
SYNOVUS SCHOLAR WINNERS:

2014 Synovus Scholars
Rashelly Russia
Mentor: Dr. Casey Dexter

2013 Synovus Scholar
Micah Stockwell-Goering
Mentor: Dr. Jay Daniel
Kayli Wilson
Mentor: Dr. Lauren Heller

2012 Synovus Scholars
Kyle Daniel
Mentor: Dr. Cathy Borer
Tyler Julian
Mentor: Dr. Nancy Miller

2011 Synovus Scholars
Dillon Yost
Mentor: Dr. Ken Martin and Dr. Ron Taylor
Victoria Sokolove
Mentor: Dr. Dominic Qualley